Performance Analysis of Dual-Hop Mixed Relaying Networks with Nth Best-Path Selection over Rayleigh Fading Channel
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Abstract—Cooperative relaying is one of the promising technology which is used to improve coverage and spatial diversity. A new relay strategy, the Nth Best-Relay Selection scheme is proposed to improve the bandwidth penalty and to increase the spatial diversity by using a sub-optimal allocation for the relay relative distance between the source and destination in a multi-hop cooperative systems. A single branch dual-hop network and dual branch dual-hop network with adaptive Decode-and-forward (DF) and Amplify-and-forward (AF) cooperative diversity systems is considered. The proposed Nth Best-Relay selection scheme over single branch dual-hop system is compared with dual branch dual-hop network using the closed-form expression. The BER (Bit error rate) and Outage probability using binary and quadrature phase shift keying modulation schemes (BPSK & QPSK) with adaptive mixed decode-and-forward (DF) and amplify-and-forward (AF) cooperative diversity systems over Rayleigh fading channel were estimated. Results show that in the Nth best relay the diversity order is equal to (M – N +2) where M is the number of relays.

IndexTerms—Relay, Nth Best-Relay Selection scheme, single branch dual-hop network, dual branch dual-hop network, AF scheme, DF scheme

I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative communication is one of the well-liked research titles which offer a better result to the battery life crisis by improving the transmission capacity and performance. Cooperative diversity can be defined as a numerous antenna technique proposed for reaching improved or increasing the whole network channel capacities intended for any specified set of bandwidths. This develops the user diversity through decoding of the grouped signal of which is a combination of relayed signal and the direct signal inside the wireless multi-hop networks.

An useful learning intended for the cause of computing the performance of the Multiuser diversity (MUD) cooperative wireless networks within the multiuser two-hop cooperative multi-relay networks by means of maximal ratio combining for both amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) protocol has been done in [1]. The multiuser diversity (MUD) cooperative wireless networks groups the characteristics of the MIMO (Multiple-in-multiple out), systems by not losing the physical layer limitation producing multiple copies of the transmitted signal from the source to the destination by the help of the relay node.

A detailed study on two relaying schemes has been done from [2-9]. Relaying schemes are mainly found of two types Namely, Amplify-and-forward (AF) and Decode-and-forward (DF). In the AF protocol, the signal from the source is received by the relay and then amplified. Thus the amplified signal will be sent at the destination. The performance of the Amplify-and-forward (AF) protocol was studied in detail [2-6].

In the DF protocol, after receiving the source signal, the relay performs the decoding, re-encoding, and sends the received signal to the destination. The performance of the Decode-and-forward protocol has a good literature [7-9].

In the first type, multi-hop cooperative systems with single branch (the result of best path selection through one antenna on the receiver plane) are considered, while in the other type, the
focus was made on the dual-hop transmissions with multi-branch relaying using (two among four relays on a particular period of time and one of the branches), for the best relay selection over Amplify-and-forward (AF) protocol and Decode-and-forward protocol [10-11]. The average bit error rate (BER) study intended for multi-relay multi-branch through standard cooperative scheme was studied in [12]. Here the assumption is made the each and every one of the relay uses the AF(Amplify-and-forward) method of relaying.

However, this replica utilizes the moment generation function (MGF) technique to calculate the BER and assumption is the maximal ratio combining (MRC) method used on the destination. Each and every combining methods at the destination employs maximal ratio combining with spatial diversity, attaining array gain was analyzed [13-15].

Analysis of amplify-and-forward and adaptive decode-and-forward with the \( N^{th} \) best-relay cooperative diversity over Rayleigh fading channels was studied [16-17]. Inside the best-relay selection scheme, the best relay among the set of \( M \) relays transmits the source signal towards the destination. On the other hand, suppose the best relay is busy the next or second, third or in general the \( N^{th} \) best relay is selected.

Therefore, in cooperative-diversity networks if there are \( M \) relaying nodes, \( M+1 \) channels are required, which gains a bandwidth penalty. The crisis of the inefficient use of the channel resources can be eliminated with the use of the best-relay selection method. In such a method, the ‘best’ relay node (the relay which offers the highest SNR on the destination) is chosen to retransmit the source signal towards the destination.

The best relay may be not vacant due to features like setting up phase or work load balancing situations. In such a situation the choice could be taken to make use of the second best relay or in general the \( N^{th} \) best relay. One more additional illustration on the performance of the \( N^{th} \) best relay required is on the estimation of the performance loss involved on the cooperative diversity network as the destination (or the source) commits an error in choosing the best relay.

The performance of \( N^{th} \) Best-Relay selection scheme using the closed-form expression of BER (Bit error rate) and Outage probability using a sub-optimal allocation for the relay relative distance was analyzed. A single branch dual-hop and dual branch dual-hop network with adaptive DF and AF cooperative diversity systems using BPSK and QPSK modulation schemes were considered.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model having \( M \) relays was discussed in section II. Section III discusses the performance evaluation of the \( N^{th} \) best relay selection scheme over the AF and DF Channels. The simulation performances were elaborated in the section IV and the conclusion is done in the section V.

**II. SYSTEM MODEL**

The system model indicates, a source node (\( S \)) and a destination node (\( D \)) communicating over a channel through a flat Rayleigh fading coefficient (\( h_{S,D} \)). Numerous potential relaying nodes \( R_{i} \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, M \) are selected for relaying. The relays cooperates and transmits the source signal towards the destination using the AF and DF schemes. The channel coefficients linking \( S \) (source) and \( R_{i} \) and among \( R_{i} \) and \( D \) (\( h_{R_{i},D} \)) are considered to be flat Rayleigh fading coefficients. Additionally, the coefficients as of \( S \) to \( D \) (\( h_{S,D} \)), \( h_{S,R_{i}} \) and \( h_{R_{i},D} \), are mutually-independent. The assumption made here, is with no some loss of generalization the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) terms on each links comprises zero mean and equal variance (\( N_{0} \)).

Mathematically representing, the received signal as of the source, on the destination \( y_{S,D}(t) \) and on the relay \( y_{S,R}(t) \) could be written as,

\[
y_{S,D}(t) = h_{S,D} \sqrt{e_{s}^{2}} s(t) + \xi_{S,D}(t) \tag{1}
\]

\[
y_{S,R}(t) = h_{S,R} \sqrt{e_{s}^{2}} s(t) + \xi_{S,R}(t) \tag{2}
\]

Where, \( e_{s} \) is the energy of the transmitted signal, \( s(t) \) is the transmitted symbol having unit energy and \( \xi_{S,D}(t) \) and \( \xi_{S,R}(t) \) are the AWGN combined with the received signals.

On the next time slot, the \( N^{th} \) best relay processes the received signal and regenerates the relayed signal \( s_{R}(t) \) and forwards it towards the destination. Thus, the received signal on the destination as of the \( N^{th} \) best relay is given by

\[
y_{R_{sel,D}}(t) = h_{R_{sel,D}} \sqrt{e_{s}^{2}} s_{R}(t) + \xi_{R_{sel,D}}(t) \tag{3}
\]

where, \( \xi_{R_{sel,D}}(t) \) be the AWGN noise combined with the relay on the destination link (\( R_{sel} \) to \( D \) link).

**A. Error Probability**

To start analyzing the BER for the proposed model, it is mandatory to determine the value of the received SNR for the selected branch considering the sub-optimal allocation for the relay relative distance between source and destination and the attenuation factor. The Signal to noise ratio \( Y \) is given by,

\[
\tilde{Y}_{S,R_{i}} = \frac{e_{s}}{N_{0}} E[|h_{S,R_{i}}|^{2}] = \frac{e_{s}}{N_{0}} \left( \frac{\Delta_{SR_{i}}}{\Delta_{SR_{i}}^{2}} \right)^{2} \tag{4}
\]
amplify-and-forward with Nth best path selection is considered. Dual hop virtual diversity by mixed decode-and-forward and destination channel of first and second branch.

Gaussian noise (AWGN) terms having equal variances link (S-R, R-R, R-D) can be assumed to include additive white noise. Moreover, each and every channels on behalf of each pair of source-to-relay, relay-to-relay, and relay-to-destination routes. Moreover, each and every other keeps on hold off state awaiting for an acknowledgement bit to put one of the branches reside on working state and the destination. Here, the selection is made based on a feedback.

To evaluate the performance of single branch multi-hop wireless network in terms of the BER performance metric considering the sub-optimal allocation for the relay relative distance between source and destination the following eq. (6) and (7) are considered.

$$p_{S,R1} = A \left(1 - \frac{\sqrt{Y_{SR1}}}{1+Y_{SR1}}\right)$$

$$p_{R1,L2} = A \left(1 - \frac{\sqrt{Y_{R1L2}}}{1+Y_{R1L2}}\right)$$

where, $p_{S,R1}(\hat{e})$ - Bit error probability of source and relay channel.

$Y_{SR1}$ - Signal power of source to destination channel

$Y_{R1L2}$ - Average Signal-to-noise power of source to relay to destination channel

a - Attenuation factor (dB)

B. Proposed Model

A novel cooperative-diversity network by means of simple dual hop virtual diversity by mixed decode-and-forward and amplify-and-forward with Nth best path selection is considered.

A dual-hop dual-branch cooperative network is given in Fig.2, where $S$ is the source node, $D$ is the destination node, and the relay $R_{ij}$ is the $j^{th}$ relay in the $i^{th}$ branch. Moreover, it is assumed that there is no direct link between $S$ and $D$ nodes. The communication performed in the proposed model is a type of virtual selection combining through best path selection lying on the destination. Here, the selection is made based on a feedback bit to put one of the branches reside on working state and the other keeps on hold off state awaiting for a acquaintance from the destination when it is turned on. Furthermore, the proposed model is examined beneath slow-flat Rayleigh fading channels on behalf of each pair of source-to-relay, relay-to-relay, and relay-to-destination routes. Moreover, each and every link (S-R, R-R, R-D) can be assumed to include additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) terms having equal variances $N_o$.

In the proposed model, the relay selection protocol utilizes two among four relays at a particular period and one of the branches. In order to minimize the complication of the mathematical study, either all branch employs two relays operational on the $N^th$ best relay selection on DF relaying method, or the first relay utilizes the AF method and the other is assumed to use DF relaying method.

The changeover of the dual branches is because of comprising one bit feedback by the destination (i.e., say ‘1’ for toggle state and ‘0’ for hold states). The state of the receiver to forward the feedback toggling bit is a method of evaluation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the output of the receiver, sometimes outage probability, or the BER.

$$\bar{Y}_{SR1} = \frac{E}{N_0} E\left[Y_{SR1}^2\right] = \frac{E}{N_0} \left(\frac{\Delta_{SD}}{\Delta_{SR1}}\right)^a$$

$$\bar{Y}_{RR1} = \frac{E}{N_0} E\left[Y_{RR1}^2\right] = \frac{E}{N_0} \left(\frac{\Delta_{SD}}{\Delta_{RR1}}\right)^a$$

$$\bar{Y}_{RD1} = \frac{E}{N_0} E\left[Y_{RD1}^2\right] = \frac{E}{N_0} \left(\frac{\Delta_{SD}}{\Delta_{RD1}}\right)^a$$

$$\bar{Y}_{SR2} = \frac{E}{N_0} E\left[Y_{SR2}^2\right] = \frac{E}{N_0} \left(\frac{\Delta_{SD}}{\Delta_{SR2}}\right)^a$$

$$\bar{Y}_{RR2} = \frac{E}{N_0} E\left[Y_{RR2}^2\right] = \frac{E}{N_0} \left(\frac{\Delta_{SD}}{\Delta_{RR2}}\right)^a$$

$$\bar{Y}_{SR1R2} = \frac{Y_{SR1}Y_{RR2}}{Y_{SR1}+Y_{RR2}+1}$$

$$\bar{Y}_{RR1R2} = \frac{Y_{SR2}Y_{RR1}}{Y_{SR2}+Y_{RR1}+1}$$

$$\bar{Y}_{SR1R2} = \frac{Y_{SR1R2}Y_{SR1}}{Y_{SR1}+Y_{RR1}+1}$$

$$\bar{Y}_{RR1R2} = \frac{Y_{SR1R2}Y_{RR2}}{Y_{SR2}+Y_{RR1}+1}$$

Where, $\Delta_{SD}$ is the distance between source and destination channel, $\Delta_{SR1}, \Delta_{SR2}$ is the distance between source to first relay and second relay of first and second branches, $\Delta_{RR1}, \Delta_{RR2}$ is the distance between second relay to destination of first and second branches. $\bar{Y}_{SD}$ is the Signal power of source to destination channel, $\bar{Y}_{SR1}, \bar{Y}_{SR2}$ is the average Signal-to-noise power of source to first relay and second relay of first and second branches, $\bar{Y}_{RR1}, \bar{Y}_{RR2}$ is the Average Signal-to-noise power of first relay to second relay of first and second branches, $\bar{Y}_{RD1}, \bar{Y}_{RD2}$ is the average signal-to-noise power of second relay to destination of first and second branches, $\bar{Y}_{SR1R2}, \bar{Y}_{RR1R2}$ is the signal-to-noise power of second relay of first and second branches and $a'$ is the Attenuation factor (dB).
Reliability coefficient and modulation).

(a=1/2, b=1 for BPSK modulation) and \((a=1/2, b=1/2\) for QPSK transmission.

The complementary error function can be given by eq. 23.

\[
\text{erfc}(\sqrt{2 \beta}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_{\sqrt{2 \beta}}^\infty e^{-t^2} dt
\]

Where, \(A\) and \(B\) are the coefficients that determine the modulation scheme,

\[
p_r(Y_{RD1} > Y_{RD2}) = \frac{A}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{Y_{RD2}}{Y_{RD1}} \right)
\]

\[
p_r(Y_{RD1} > Y_{RD2}) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \sqrt{\frac{Y_{RD2}}{Y_{RD1}}} \right)
\]

\[
p_r(Y_{RD1} > Y_{RD2}) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{Y_{RD2}}{Y_{RD1}} \right)
\]

\[
A \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \begin{array}{c} n \cr k \end{array} \right) (s_k + d_{ji}) (1 - d_{ji}) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \begin{array}{c} n \cr k \end{array} \right) (s_k + d_{ji}) (1 - d_{ji})
\]

\[
A \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \begin{array}{c} n \cr k \end{array} \right) (s_k + d_{ji}) (1 - d_{ji}) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \begin{array}{c} n \cr k \end{array} \right) (s_k + d_{ji}) (1 - d_{ji})
\]

Where, \(p_n^N(\theta)\) is the probability of the \(N^{th}\) best relay for single branch multi-hop cooperative networks.

\[
p_n^N(\theta) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \begin{array}{c} n \cr k \end{array} \right) (s_k + d_{ji}) (1 - d_{ji})
\]

\[
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \begin{array}{c} n \cr k \end{array} \right) (s_k + d_{ji}) (1 - d_{ji})
\]

where, \(p_n^N(\theta)\) - Symbol error probability of the \(N^{th}\) best relay for single branch multi-hop cooperative network, \(S_{i,k} - \) No. of source symbols transmitted, \(M - \) Total no. of relays, \(N - \) \(N^{th}\) best relay, \(\sigma_{k,R} - \) Weight coefficient of S-R-D channel, \(\xi_k - \) Reliability coefficient, \(D_{\text{E}}(\theta)\) - Error function.

The Complementary error function can be given by eq. 23.

\[
D_i = A \int_{0}^{\infty} \text{erfc} \left( \frac{\sqrt{2 \beta}}{\sqrt{2 \beta + 1}} \right) f_{\bar{Y}_{Ri}}(Y) dY = A \left( 1 - \frac{\sqrt{2 \beta}}{\sqrt{2 \beta + 1}} \right)
\]

Where, \(D_i\) is the complementary error function, \(a\) & \(b\) are the error coefficients that determines the modulation scheme, \((a=1/2, b=1\) for BPSK modulation) and \((a=1/2, b=1/2\) for QPSK modulation).

### III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The average error probability above the slow flat fading channels can be obtained by averaging the conditional error probability on AWGN, where \(Y\) is a common notation to stand for the instantaneous SNR of the method below is considered.

The closed-form expression for the error probability for Rayleigh fading channels for both single branch and dual branch multi-hop networks is given by Eq. 22.

\[
p_n^N(\theta) = \frac{1}{N} \left( \begin{array}{c} n \cr k \end{array} \right) (s_k + d_{ji}) (1 - d_{ji})
\]

\[
\frac{1}{N} \left( \begin{array}{c} n \cr k \end{array} \right) (s_k + d_{ji}) (1 - d_{ji})
\]

where, \(p_n^N(\theta)\) - Symbol error probability of the \(N^{th}\) best relay for single branch multi-hop cooperative network, \(S_{i,k} - \) No. of source symbols transmitted, \(M - \) Total no. of relays, \(N - \) \(N^{th}\) best relay, \(\sigma_{k,R} - \) Weight coefficient of S-R-D channel, \(\xi_k - \) Reliability coefficient, \(D_{\text{E}}(\theta)\) - Error function.

In amplify-and-forward relay, the relayed signal (\(s_t\)) is an amplified version of the received signal \(y_{s,Rd}\), and can be given as \(s_t = \sqrt{G} y_{s,Rd}\) where \(G = \sqrt{\text{ES}} / (E_{\text{R}} + \text{N})\) is the gain factor. The amplifier gain is selected to based on the fading coefficient \(\lambda_{\text{Rd,stat}}\), so that the chosen relay can calculate by peak accuracy. It is broadly known that the accurate and upper bound of the overall SNR on the destination can be given as

\[
\bar{Y}_i = \frac{R_{\text{Rd}}}{R_{\text{Rd}} + v_{\text{Rd}}}
\]

C. Decode and forward relay

In DF scheme, the source signal is transmitted to the set of \(M\)-relaying nodes and the destination node. The decoding set (C) is explored as the set of relays having the capacity to completely decode the source message properly i.e., the relay node is supposed to present on the decoding set offered that the channel in between the source and the relay node is adequately fine to permit for successful decoding.

\[
\bar{Y}_i = \bar{Y}_{Ri,D}
\]
On the second time slot, the $N^{th}$ best-relay from the decoding set $C$ transmits the source signal towards the destination. Later, the destination joins the direct and the $N^{th}$ best indirect link by means of maximum ratio combining (MRC) method.

The performance of the $N^{th}$ best relay selection for dual branch multi-hop cooperative network using BPSK and QPSK modulation with adaptive decode and forward and amplify and forward networks are analyzed in terms of performance metric BER and outage probability for various values of $M$ and $N$ are simulated and it is found that as $M$ increases, the diversity order also increases and as $N$ increases, the diversity order linearly decreases furthermore the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$ and the error probability is minimized with increase in spatial diversity.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The BER performance of the $N^{th}$ best relay selection scheme for $M=4$ and different values of $N$ and for $N=2$ and different values of $M$ at medium and high SNR values for both BPSK and QPSK modulations on AF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that as $M$ increases the diversity order increases and as $N$ increases the diversity order decreases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.

Fig.3 depicts, the BER performance of the $N^{th}$ best relay selection scheme for $M=4$ and different values of $N$ and for $N=2$ and different values of $M$ at medium and high SNR values for both BPSK and QPSK modulations on AF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that as $M$ increases the diversity order increases and as $N$ increases the diversity order decreases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.

Fig.4 depicts, the BER performance of the $N^{th}$ best relay selection scheme for $M=4$ and different values of $N$ and for $N=2$ and different values of $M$ at medium and high SNR values for both BPSK and QPSK modulations on AF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that as $M$ increases the diversity order increases and as $N$ increases the diversity order decreases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.

Fig.5 depicts, the BER performance of the $N^{th}$ best relay selection scheme for $M=4$ and different values of $N$ and for $N=2$ and different values of $M$ at medium and high SNR values for both BPSK and QPSK modulations on AF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that as $M$ increases the diversity order increases and as $N$ increases the diversity order decreases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.

The BER performance of the $N^{th}$ best relay selection scheme for $M=4$ and different values of $N$ and for $N=2$ and different values of $M$ at medium and high SNR values for both BPSK and QPSK modulations on AF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that as $M$ increases the diversity order increases and as $N$ increases the diversity order decreases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.
Fig.6 depicts, the BER performance of the $N^{th}$ best relay selection scheme for $M=4$ and different values of $N$ at medium and high SNR values for BPSK modulations on DF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that $N=1$ (best relay) and as $N$ increases the diversity order decreases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.

(i.e.,) Error probability of BPSK is better than QPSK modulation.

Fig.7 depicts, the BER performance of the $N^{th}$ best relay selection scheme for $N=2$ and different values of $M$ at medium and high SNR values for QPSK modulations on DF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that as $M$ increases the diversity order increases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.

Fig.8 depicts, the BER performance of the $N^{th}$ best relay selection scheme for $N=2$ and different values of $M$ at medium and high SNR values for QPSK modulations on DF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that as $M$ increases the diversity order increases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.
diversity order equals to $M-N+2$ and the error probability increases for higher order modulation (i.e.,) Error probability of BPSK is better than QPSK modulation.

The outage probability performance of the $N^{th}$best relay selection scheme for $M=4$ and different values of $N$ at medium and high SNR values for both BPSK and QPSK modulations on AF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that as $N$ increases the diversity order decreases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.

**Fig.10** $E_b/N_0$ Vs. Outage Probability for $M=4$ and $N=1,2,3$ over AF system using BPSK modulation

Fig.10 depicts, the outage probability ($P_{out}$) performance for $r=1$ bit/sec/Hz of the $N^{th}$best relay selection scheme for $M=4$ and different values of at medium and high SNR values for both BPSK on AF relaying system was simulated and the results shows that $N=1$(best relay) and as $N$ increases the diversity order decreases respectively and finally the diversity order equals to $M-N+2$.

**Fig.11** SNR Vs. BER for Single and dual-hop branch using BPSK modulation.

The dual-hop dual-branch mixed relaying cooperative networks with best-path selection. Closed-form expression for the BER of the proposed model is derived assuming slow Rayleigh fading channels with binary and quadrature phase shift keying modulation schemes. The results show that the proposed model outperforms the regular cooperative network models whereas a sub-optimal allocation for the relay relative distance was extensively studied .The BER versus SNR considering the relative sub-optimal distance between the source to relay, relay to relay, relay to destination and source to destination.

Fig.11 depicts, that the BER performance for any value of SNR of dual-hop branch is better than the single branch multi-hop network using BPSK modulation, whereas a sub-optimal allocation for the relay relative distance is assumed.

**Fig.12** SNR Vs. BER for Single and dual-hop branch using QPSK modulation.

Fig.12 depicts, that the BER performance for any value of SNR of dual-hop branch is better than the single branch multi-hop network using QPSK modulation and BER performance of BPSK is better than QPSK modulation.

**V. CONCLUSION**

The complete performance analysis of the $N^{th}$ best-relay selection scheme for any SNR value in a multi-hop cooperative systems with single branch using BPSK and QPSK modulation for Amplify and Forward and Decode and Forward system was done in terms of Bit error probability and Outage probability for different values of $M$ and $N$ relays considering relative distance between source and relay. Results shows that as the number of relays increases the diversity order increases $M-N+2$ and as $N^{th}$ best relay increases the diversity order decreases and ($N=1$) is found to be the best relay . Furthermore, the results shows the comparative analysis of error probability of dual hop branch and single branch multi-hop networks indicating the
error probability of dual hop branch is better than the single branch multi-hop networks. Further, the performance of the Nth best relay selection scheme can be further extended over dual-hop networks with other relaying strategies using higher order modulation.
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